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About This Game

Battle Trucks it is a race on huge and furious trucks. Your aim is to destroy anyone who stands on your way to victory.
In Battle Trucks you can find a great amount of trucks and racing tracks for all taste. Car's physics will please you with its
lightness and arcade, damage system will surprise you with its realism. Enemies will not give you the opportunity to relax.

Race! Fight! Win!
P.S. So how many combat races can you survive?
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Title: BattleTrucks
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
BattleGames
Publisher:
BattleGames
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 or Window 10

Processor: Intel® Pentium Dual Core 1.5GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 300 MB MB available space

Additional Notes: OpenGL version 1.2

English,Russian
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its good why arent they realesing updates they should because its: fun.good at holding suspense. over all its great im expecting
updates if not just why it will start getting respect if it has more updates and people will spread it to the community and it will
start being alot more fun because how much updates the games probably going to have and how much community ideas and
mods will be made is unlimited so the devs really should focus more on the game side note devs please see this. This was a
surprise. Loving racing games and trucks, I couldn't pass this one up, but I didn't expect much at this price. What you get is an
enjoyable 'future racer' style game, but with big rigs. Tons of courses are available from the get go and a big range of vehicles to
drive. The game could do with more race options (time trials, 1 on 1, elimination races etc) and truck upgrades, but maybe they
will come as the game develops. Good start over all, looking forward to seeing how this develops.

Here are my first impressions of the game as I played it: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VMxzeWwv_eE. All you need to
know about this game:
1) developer address battlegamela@gmail.com unavailable
2) The Linux version is a windows binary launched in Wine. This game will require you to install wine if you're using Linux. It
won't tell you that you need it, it will just fail to launch. FYI

Reasonably fun gameplay, a little clunky with controls, but enjoyable nonetheless.. Good game, no issue on my pc whatsoever

The game itself is simple. What you see on the screenshot is what will you get.
The main menu is quite weird. Some button can be press by using controller and some, you have to use your keyboard\/mouse
(hence the partial controller support)
Controller works 100% during race.

The race itself?
The race is very simple and straight forward. You got item,you use it and kill other trucks (kinda like mario kart but cheap
version with less item and simple map)
As far as I played, the difficulty is okay, nothing much to comment about that.

And one more thing, can you change the HUD to top right. I cannot see what item I pickup\/HP if the HUD keep moving
around on my truck and out of my play area(under the screen).

As the other racing game, multiplayer and workshop content (user level) might make this game better. But there is not much
high hope to put for the indie game like this.

The game is good if you don't have other game to play and just want to sit back, relax and destroy trucks.
I recommend this game.not recommend you to buy it if you expect much from it but if you want to support the developer, go
ahead. It is cheap and got a lot of stages. I hope the developer can add more stage.

Good indie game 6.5\/10

. Keep up the good work buddy
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